
New Nonfiction by John Darcy:
“Hypothermia”
The email takes me to a link that takes me to an article
displaying two mugshots. The mugshots take me back to winter.
It  was  a  southern  snow  day,  at  least  five  inches  of
accumulation and more flakes still falling. It was 2014. I
believe weather records for the region were broken. I believe
it was a Thursday.

In  my  mind  the  day  has  a  mirror’s  shine,  everything
reflective. The ground stretched out in a pureness of white,
like one great flattened pearl in the sun.

We were not supposed to be out. Ft. Bragg was closed. I was
junior enlisted at the time, a Specialist, twenty years old, a
team leader in charge of a fire team within a Reconnaissance,

Surveillance,  and  Target  Acquisition  Squadron  of  the  82nd

Airborne Division. Mostly this meant paperwork. I never did
get used to jumping out of airplanes. I never fired a shot in
anger.

The 82nd is famed and storied, of course. Sicily, Normandy,
Panama, Fallujah. Its mission statement boasts an ability to
deploy anywhere in the world within eighteen hours. Often it’s
referred to as America’s 9-1-1. And yet the base was shuttered
and training halted for a few inches of snow.

Well, not all training was halted. We were out there in the
snow.

We were lacking in cold weather gear but the Captain wouldn’t
hear it. Our unit’s forefathers fought the Nazis without coats
or gloves at the Battle of the Bulge; sometimes without boots
or  even  bullets.  Protests  about  weather  were  certainly
blasphemous,  possibly  heretical.  But  the  temperature  was
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starting to dip toward the upper teens. And it was a wet snow,
dense with a chill that leeched through our uniforms like a
reverse blood-brain barrier, totally porous. These camouflage
uniforms, of a digital pattern now retired from service for
their failure to blend into any environment, were made of a
mystical material that sweltered you in heat and froze you in
the cold.

I was close with our platoon leader for having served as his
radioman before my promotion. I told him maybe a third of the
guys had the proper gear, and this was a situation likely to
turn hairy and soon. He concurred, and together we got a fire
going. Hypothermia lingered on the horizon like a sunset, and
all of us knew it. He told me the Captain would keep us out
here as planned.

One of my soldiers was back on base and quarters-confined with
a staph infection. To fill some other equally random staffing
issue,  the  empty  slot  in  my  team  was  filled  by  Private
Underhill. He was a SoCal kid and five years older than me.
Whenever he wasn’t in uniform, he wore a flat brim hat etched
with some variation of the Oakland Raiders logo.

After the platoon leader and I got the fire crackling, I went
back to check on my guys. They looked frosted but generally
okay. They liked to curse me for cluttering up and weighing
down their packing lists, but today they were grateful, and I
felt like a father finally vindicated for making his family
arrive six hours early to the airport.

Underhill, prone in the snow, as a last-minute addition to my
team did not have any of that same gear. Water draws heat from
the body four times faster than air of the same temperature,
and he was dripping, drenched. His teeth chattered with a
strange music. We’d been out there almost twenty hours. His
face was a glossy blue.

At the extreme ends of body temperature, motor functions begin



to fail. Underhill spoke like an Adventist in tongues. There
are videos online of non-English speakers acting out what an
English conversation sounds like to those not fluent. They are
uncomfortably strange clips, these sort of auditory illusions,
like an Escher sketch for the ears. You can feel your brain
almost literally stretching out to make sense of the nonsense,
so close is it to being discernable. That was how Underhill
sounded. And worse than the meaninglessness was his face,
serious and concerned. A face that seemed absolutely certain
of  his  speech,  awe-struck  that  I  appeared  unable  to
understand.

I stripped him naked but for his boots and wrapped him in my
poncho––not promising, but it was the only dry item I had. I
got one of my guys to collect his gear, and we started back
toward the central staging area where I’d met with the platoon
leader, and a fire awaited. It was maybe not quite half a
mile. I was maybe not quite certain that Underhill would make
it.

With the base closed, there was some hiccup in getting a medic
to the scene. Underhill, now in dry clothes and around the
fire, was still stammering a stream of incoherence. There are
stories of people so infected by cold that, when they finally
draw near to a fire, they end up singeing themselves in their
desperation for warmth.

I tasked one of my guys with making sure Underhill didn’t
topple into the fire.

I told the platoon leader I’d never seen hypothermia, real
hypothermia, before. He said that neither had he. I said I
didn’t know how long he’d been like that, how far along he
was. I told him this was my fault for not making frequent
enough rounds with my guys, which was true.

The platoon leader said we’ve got to get out of here. He said
the Captain was on his way, having heard the call for a medic



over the net.

When I check on Underhill, his fingernails are a color I
cannot describe.

The  Captain  arrives  with  a  medic,  who  goes  to  Underhill
directly. I hover close to the Captain and the platoon leader,
a First Lieutenant. It was like eavesdropping on my parents
arguing, and I remember thinking that simile at the time.

If we can’t train in the snow, how are we supposed to fight
in the snow?

We don’t have the gear, sir. It’s not that they didn’t
bring it, but that it was never issued.

I’m looking for some intestinal fortitude from the guys.

The base is shut down. Sir, I think we’re approaching a bad
situation.

We’ve only had one man go down.

Tell me how many need to get hypothermia before you end
this, sir. Tell me what your number is, and when we hit
that number I’ll call you. Tell me what your number is.

It was a clash of two commissioned tectonic plates. Hearing a
Lieutenant address a Captain that way seemed like a glitch in
the simulation. It was the immovable object of care for the
troops versus the unstoppable force of military authority.

I was preparing myself to freeze to death so I could spite the
Captain. I would have done this for my platoon leader.

The whole beating, thematic heart of the collision is best
illustrated in William Styron’s short novel, The Long March.
It’s a forgotten little novella that I stumbled into after I
left the army. It depicts the clash between the hero, Captain
Mannix, and Colonel Templeton, the villain who orders his



reserve Marines, out of shape after being suddenly recalled to
duty over escalations in the Korean War police action, on a
sadistic and pointless thirty-six mile forced march.

The march takes place the night after a training accident––a
mortar  round  shot  short,  equally  meaningless––leaves  eight
Marines dead. My own unit’s time in the shivering snow came
three days after a jump fatality occurred over Salerno Drop
Zone outside of Ft. Bragg. A gruesome scene, a friend who was
there told me. He used the word decapitated. Four American
soldiers would be killed in Afghanistan throughout January
2014.

Captain  Mannix,  the  obvious  stand  in  for  William  Styron,
confronts the hell of absurdity in a similar manner as the
protagonists of Styron’s contemporaries: but unlike Jones’s
From Here to Eternity, or Mailer’s The Naked and the Dead,
Styron banishes all attempts at redemption through suffering
and violence, of meaning through war, of clear-eyed stoicism
in the face of the absurd. “None of that Hemingway crap for
me,” Mannix says to Lieutenant Culver, the book’s narrator.

The tragedy of the story, of course, is that Colonel Templeton
is forever destined to win––even when the Colonel himself
falls out of the forced march. Mannix, who steps on a nail in
the march’s early miles, suffers through on the fuel of his
unceasing hatred for the Colonel, even as the nail shreds his
foot to a bloody scrap. A few miles from the finish, when the
Colonel catches sight of Mannix’s blood-sodden boot, he orders
the Captain into one of the recovery vehicles. Mannix refuses.
Again the Colonel orders, threatening court martial. Again,
Mannix refuses. The Colonel places a hand on the pistol at his
hip. Still, Mannix refuses.

Styron describes Mannix in those moments as “the man with the
back unbreakable…lost in the night, astray at mid-century, in
the never-endingness of war.” The tragedy for me, as I sat
there  saturated  in  snow,  was  that  I  hadn’t  yet  read  of



Mannix’s futile struggle with the Colonel. As I watched my
platoon leader argue with my Captain, soldiers far better and
braver than me were being asked to die seven-thousand miles
away so that the soldiers who’d died before them didn’t die in
vain. Others commit war crimes that will later be pardoned by
the  president.  I  thought  the  situation  in  which  I  found
myself, as well as the situation abroad, still possessed the
capacity for a just conclusion. I believed the unstoppable
force  of  the  Captain’s  authority  could  be  reasoned  with,
pleaded with, swayed. But this belief would become something I
would look back on, marveling at how very little I knew about
the  world.  I  wouldn’t  understand  until  I  read  Lieutenant
Culver say of the fictional Colonel and his march, that my
Captain was beyond judgment, because “he was a different kind
of man, different enough that he was hardly a man at all, but
just a quantity of attitudes so remote from [the] world that
to hate him would be like hating a cannibal, merely because he
gobbled human flesh.” There was no exit, no alternate paths
diverging in a snowy wood. Everything Colonel Templeton and my
Captain embodied, the whole sluggish wheel that turned for the
express  purpose  of  turning  again,  was  so  far  beyond  my
comprehension that it might as well have come from another
planet.

But this was all meaning I created in hindsight. In the wet
expanse, that freezer of snow where the leaf-shedded trees
jutted up from the white like mutated limbs, I focused on
keeping my team’s temperatures up. It would be many years
before I began to free myself of Mannix’s Hemingway crap. I
fall victim to it still.

A second truck arrived, with a second medic, who soon whisked
Underhill off. The first medic told me there was no doubt that
I saved Underhill’s life. That before my speedy intervention,
Underhill was nearing a point where his body would have no
longer been able to correct its inner thermostat. At the very
least he would have suffered what the medic called a traumatic



cerebral  event.  To  have  saved  a  person’s  life––possibly,
probably, most likely––at the age of twenty. It felt to me
like  no  small  achievement.  To  have  saved  a  life
that––certainly, absolutely––should never have been endangered
in  the  first  place?  This  seemed,  somehow,  even  more
significant. A kind of mortal déjà vu, the sort of moral
underpinning that always nagged at me, later on, when faced
with the trolley problem in ethics classes; that is, in the
simplest terms, why did all these people need to be in harm’s
way?

–––––

The article’s mugshots paint a picture and a cruel one. After
the army, after college, after my father fell ill, suffered,
and passed away, I was living in the mountains of Virginia. A
slanting summer rain fell in sheets outside my window as I
read. I remembered meeting Underhill’s wife when a group of us
went out to dinner before my discharge. But in her mugshot she
seemed  changed––straight  hair  shortened  and  tinted  bright
red––as if the night we met she’d been wearing a disguise.
Underhill looked the same, though, and I felt that I could
almost hear his brain-chilled babbling.

All of the charges are felonies. Battery of a minor. Child
abuse inflicting serious bodily injury. Conspiracy.

There  are  a  few  other  local  news  bulletins.  Bail  set  at
$150,000. The infant son on a ventilator at UNC Chapel Hill,
critical but stable. The four-year-old daughter, mercifully,
already recovered from her injuries. The Fayetteville Observer
quotes  a  police  report  of  this  girl  saying  she  was  hung
upside-down until “red stuff” came out of her nose. Another
says she was so afraid of Underhill that, long after her
rescue, she would wet herself at the mere mention of his name.

It’s skin-chilling stuff, grizzly. I scour through the sixth,
seventh, eighth page of the search engine results. I can’t



find  any  subsequent  articles  about  the  married  couple’s
sentencing, even now, four years after their arrest. As if
they’d been whisked out of sight in the very same manner as
the medic truck saving Underhill from the cold.

The whole scene really does present itself as a sort of one of
a kind trolley problem made just for me. What I don’t mean to
do is impose an ex post facto morality. Underhill had been a
friend of mine, awkwardly unfunny with his rehearsed punch-
line zingers, a quality that endeared you to him instantly.
And with this comes a certain feeling of being tricked, had,
swindled  into  camaraderie  by  some  cunning  master  of
sociopathy.

It’s  the  sensation,  even  now,  of  being  the  neighbor
interviewed on the nightly news, who never could have seen it
coming.

In a way it makes me feel a troubling exclusion from myself, a
split-screen personhood in which each side communicates with
the other. One hemisphere says stop, enough, what could you
have done, it’s a horrific thing but the guilt is fake, or
worse, the inserting of yourself into a tragic story that
should be centered on what those two children faced, and what
they will have to face, as they grow up haunted by a life
tinged early with unspeakable trauma; because what could you
have done, let him freeze? Let him topple into the fire you
made? You couldn’t have let him die even if you had known,
which means you ought to stop creating a moral quandary where
none exists; how many times do you think you’ve held the door
open for a murderer?

This  hemisphere  is  my  own  personal  Mannix.  Righteous  and
reasonable, always seeing through the fray and telling me the
truth in no uncertain terms.

And yet. If this is my Mannix, that makes it the doomed hero,
a voice who can’t alter its own fate any more than it can turn



iron into gold.

Because the other side of the screen, that other hemisphere,
sings a far simpler tune: you saved a man’s life and that man
went on to torture his children, and something is owed for
that,  regardless  of  whether  you  understand  what  it  is.
Responsibility proves boundless. My own personal Colonel, who
speaks  inside  my  skull-sized  kingdom  with  a  voice  oddly
reminiscent of my Captain, issuing order after order inside my
brain’s  confines  with  the  volume  fully  cranked.  The
unstoppable force of some echoing and illusory guilt that
forces me to march ever onward, further and further, with a
pack whose weight never stops increasing, a march for which
there’s no chance of rest or respite in sight.

–––––

Growing up in Nebraska, where I lived at Underhill Avenue as a
kid, we had a small, hardcover book not unlike a pocket bible
that  concerned  itself  with  famous  coincidences  and  wild
convergences of fate and fluke. Kennedy’s secretary. The final
recorded fatality of the Hoover Dam’s construction being the
son  of  the  first  recorded  fatality,  deaths  separated  by
fourteen years to the day.

One of the anecdotes in this book of strange happenings took
place as the Civil War was beginning to subside. On a train
platform in New Jersey in the early days of ’65, a man watches
his train approach as others watch his face, stunned to be in
the  presence  of  a  celebrity.  His  name  is  Edwin  Booth.
Considered America’s greatest actor, he would go on to be seen

as the most acclaimed Prince Hamlet of the 19th century. When
the train pulls into station and bodies begin to flow from the
doors, Edwin sees that a man has become caught at the far end
of the platform. Edwin hustles to the man as the train begins
to breathe the steam of impending motion. He manages to free
the stranger, saving his life. Edwin learns some months later,
after a friend sends a letter commending his swift action,



that the man on the platform was Robert Todd Lincoln, oldest
son of Abraham Lincoln. The whole affair was said to have
given Edwin solace after his brother, John, assassinated the
president.

There is, I learned, great solace in reading about other of
occasions of blind, incomprehensible chance. Because without
other wild strokes of chance, all of these curving occasions
and flashes of happenstance threaten to create a worldview in
which the universe is constantly arranging itself in purpose-
giving  shapes,  constantly  formulating  patterns  and  events
which set me at center stage. And to believe in a universe
like that, where the infinite cosmos align themselves through
chance of circumstance to inform and elucidate me, to create
my  meaning––that’s  a  nasty  business.  Having  company  in
coincidence helps me avert my eyes from the arrangement of
events  that  took  me  from  Underhill  Avenue  to  Private
Underhill’s  random  assignment  to  my  fire  team  and  his
unforgivable crimes that were, in some secondary respects,
facilitated  by  my  actions,  which  extended  his  life.  From
plucking  Styron’s  novella  off  the  library  shelf,  a  total
coincidence, and having the book flood over me with snowy
meaning. Or this: A year and a half after the snow, on the
same Salerno Drop Zone where the gruesome training accident
took place, myself and a man I didn’t know saved the life of
one  Lieutenant  Pedilla.  We’d  all  jumped  from  the  same
airplane. A gust of wind on the drop zone screamed up to
inflate  Pedilla’s  parachute  upon  landing,  dragging  him
ragdoll-like over the shorn grass, and preventing him from
unhooking himself as the paracord risers lodged around his
neck with tension. The man I didn’t know chased after the
billowed chute to smother it, while I launched onto the purple
Lieutenant to jostle the cords free from his neck. I came to
know Pedilla afterwards. I met his wife and kids. They live in
Miami now, I think. Happy as happy can be.

This, however, is me waving a wand at the karmic tally, trying



to cook its books. Because the voice of the Colonel makes it
clear that the internal ledger is no palimpsest. There are no
revisions here. It is often said that the paths of life are
winding,  but  this  is  a  misconception.  There  is  only  one
direction.  Only  the  painfully  straight  route  of  a  forced
march.

How dearly I would like to be the Mannix of this story. To be
the man with the back unbreakable. But against the flow of all
my striving, I find myself dominated by the Colonel, by my
Captain; bogged down inside the villain’s view and ruled by an
unswayable  voice  completely  immune  to  reason.  What  would
Mannix do in the face of such bewildering randomness? He’d
keep walking. He would understand that the searing pain in his
foot, or in his soul, or in his heart, was nothing more than
passing  show.  No  sensation  can  last  forever,  even  if  it
insists, in its screaming immediacy, that it will. For Mannix,
there is no chance. Only what should be done. And it is in
Mannix’s knowledge of those things which should be, which
could be, and which didn’t need to be at all that I find, if
possible, solace. There is a kind of quiet grace in accepting
the  world  as  it  is  without  sacrificing,  in  that  most
idealistic corner of your mind, the thought of how it might
be. What if I hadn’t saved Underhill’s life? Well, what if the
Captain hadn’t put his life at risk in the first place? It
isn’t that these questions have answers. They don’t. It’s
that, should I find myself some bright, snowy day not even
bothering to ask them in the first place, then I know that
something sinister has taken hold; that, without introducing
the proper moral checkups, I might be on my way to becoming
the Colonel.

And as far as the Colonel goes, I have little doubt that,
faced with an event whose randomness made him question his
place in the world, he would try to kill it.

I spoke to my mother on the phone a few days back. We were
reminiscing about the Nebraska house on Underhill Avenue. It



was the quickest of corrections. Wood, she told me. Not hill.
Underwood Avenue.

New Fiction from John Darcy:
“Sorry I Missed Your Call”
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An hour before the drive, Bubs finds himself sucking down an
edible. A big blowout blowtorched dab of a brownie. He could
feel it stonerizing his insides the second the swallow went
down, that ashy grass-stained aftertaste staking a claim on
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his tongue

Been doing a lot of things like that, lately. Ill-advised
things.  Bubs’  best  guess  pins  the  start  of  it  back  to
February. March at the latest. And he didn’t know where the
hell this getting out of bed problem came from. The brownie
was the prize he’d promised himself for completing the task
this morning. Bubs has even stopped spying both ways when
crossing the street. He just kind of steps out off the curb.

The weed thing’s, like, not a big deal? is the argument he
tries to make to Omar, his driver’s licenseless trip mate and
his best friend, hopefully, still.

‘Why the whole thing?’ Omar asks. His jaw is doing that thing
it does when he’s not happy. ‘Why not just a bite?’

Bubs sags his shoulders in a sort of shrug. He does, however,
feel Omar’s disappointment as if it’s parental in origin, a
weathered, rock-like thing, barely shining in the clear bluish
glimmer  of  this  dazzling  late-May  morning,  a  steely  cold
shamewave of the someone-expected-better-from-you variety.

Omar says, ‘You do remember what we’re doing here, yeah? Let’s
try not to forget.’

Bubs does remember what they’re doing, thank you very much,
but he gets to thinking about the purpose of the trip, about
how Germ might feel when he understands that Omar and Bubs are
not just saying hello, are not just passing through with their
sights trained on simple catch-up, that their actual mission
is to complete a very serious and sober welfare check.

‘No snacks in that bag by chance?’ Bubs says in his best
McConaughey.

‘Seriously?’

‘There’s  this  side  effect  of  THC  called  the  munchies.
Familiar?’



Omar’s face says he isn’t having it, isn’t going to have it,
today. Head to toe, Omar is one smooth motherfucker. A good
six  inches  taller  than  Bubs,  he’s  got  that  chill  studied
coolness of a hipster high school teacher, the dark haired
young  socialist  you  could  probably  call  for  a  lift  after
getting  blind  on  UV  Blue.  It’s  a  first  impression  thing,
impossible to miss.

Bubs can still remember when he had the experience. Fresh off
zero hours of sleep, Bubs was getting his face melted off by
the acid rain spittle of a Ft. Benning drill sergeant, a
walking  little  napoleon  complex  who  still  shows  up  in
nightmares from time to time. For taking too long to get his
ass off the bus, Bubs was sentenced to a viscous fucking
tongue lashing and a hip toss up the aisle. When he finally
made it down the rubber-ribbed steps up front, he saw the
formation of new recruits caught in a chokehold of screams and
he went to join them in the full nelson, this new clan, his
first tribe. Some were doing pushups and it was hot, hot as
Bubs could ever remember feeling, and mainly his brain told
him, Might have messed up here, Might have made the wrong
choice. Then he saw what would turn out to be Omar, front and
center, not a drop of sweat even thinking about trying him,
not a screaming campaign hat anywhere near, as if a memo had
made the rounds before the shark attack, indicating one young
soldier in particular it would probably be better not to mess
with.

‘Okay then,’ Bubs says, ‘coffee it is. Java. Brain fuel.’ The
high still hasn’t hit fully. He is looking forward to its
blanketing caress, the slow juicy haymaker of it.

Strapped  in,  tunes  on,  shades  perched  smooth  on  the  oily
bridge of his bony nose, Bubs pulls out of the dashed-off fire
lane in front of Omar’s building. Bubs wouldn’t call himself
handsome,  exactly.  Especially  not  next  to  Omar.  Adequate,
maybe. Passable. His lips are on the thin side, pincer-like
where they curve into each other. On his head an orchestra of



dark black hair sits crazy and unbrushed, the texture of very
fine straw. A spiraling tattoo of ones and zeros on his left
forearm  spells  out  BINARY  CODE  in  binary.  There  is  an
efficiency to his composition. His dad used to say, It’s like
you were made on an assembly line except with the brains God
gave a dog. Ignoring that last part, Bubs is thankful for the
proportionality, though if anything he feels it makes him look
calculated, indifferent, lame.

That said, Bubs comes alive behind the wheel. The inside-out
knowledge he has of his machine, a stock Impreza with more
miles than he’d care to admit, makes him proud as an honor
roll dad. It takes some foreplay to shift from second to
third, but timed properly the latent torque is enough to shove
his heart against his ribcage. It’s two make-and-models away
from being a full-on rally car, and Bubs loves to remind
himself of this fact. He basks in it, the low-level ladder
rung of his vehicle, its impossible potential.

‘Can I get one of those?’ Bubs says. Omar has a cigarette
rappelling from his mouth. He smokes a snooty, hard-to-find
Turkish brand. It’s the kind of thing that’d drive Bubs up the
wall with anybody else.

Omar says, ‘Always hanging with the smokers, never has any
smokes.’

‘Come on,’ Bubs says, and Omar lights one up for him.

Bubs rolls down the windows in reply.

A rush of air and motion.

Before long they’re gaining speed.

The  wind  blasts  a  racket  through  the  nicotined  interior.
Sunlight is just absolutely pouring down, swallowing them up,
threatening to swallow them whole.

Bubs says, ‘What I didn’t expect is that it’d be Germ.’



‘Not really about how someone looks or acts, you know? Germ’s
been through a lot.’

‘I mean who hasn’t?

‘I think the divorce puts him in a higher tax bracket.’

‘I get that,’ Bubs says.

‘And his mom’s cancer stuff.’

‘I  really  get  it.  But  sometimes  it  is  the  biggest  fuck
up––right? It’s the king of the fuck ups, who, you know.’

‘Fucks up?’

‘Nailed it.’

‘Sometimes,’ Omar says. ‘Maybe sometimes.’

‘Not that Germ is one of those guys.’

‘Not at all.’

‘Just generally speaking. You see my water bottle anywhere?’

Omar says, ‘What happens when that shit hits you too hard and
we have to pull over?’

‘Not even on my radar. I like driving high anyway. There’s
this thing about it, yeah? There’s this way it makes you
feel.’

Omar  had  wanted  to  hit  the  road  at  ten-thirty,  introduce
themselves  to  Chicago  traffic  no  later  than  one  in  the
afternoon.  Bubs  makes  no  bones  about  the  delay  being  his
fault. Rolling from his sheets today, phone flashing a harsh
nine thirty, it was about the earliest he’d mustered all year.

Omar, on the other hand, has really got his shit sorted. Bubs
thinks he should run one of those schemey self-help seminars.
Only with Omar it wouldn’t be sleaze. It would be blue-suited



and cologned, sharp, deathly fucking sharp. When Omar was
enrolled on the GI Bill, he did some day trading on the side.
He came out of college well in the black, psych degree in
hand. Bubs had signed up for a few certificate courses at the
technical college in Janesville, decided not to go.

There  is  a  possibility,  Bubs  sometimes  thinks,  that  his
closeness with Omar finds its bedrock on their uneven terrain
of accomplishment. That it’s a necessary condition for their
continued  buddy  status,  a  cornerstone  from  the  start.  He
supposes  there  are  worse  foundations  for  a  friendship,
although it seems to him like a fuel source that’ll eventually
burn itself out. Bubs prays it does not. While it collapses
his heart to imagine life without his best friend, Bubs is
pleased that he struggles to picture the full bleak immensity
of it. It is a good sign. Like checking your own pulse,
surprised to feel the beating.

***

Bubs curves the car through the interchange and hauls them
onto I90. He asks Omar to remind him about the plan. ‘The
plan,’ Omar says, ‘is to just see how he’s doing. Snag a beer.
Check out where he’s living. Face to face stuff.’

Bubs is glad about the beer. He is also glad his eyes are on
the road, preventing Omar from seeing how bright they flare at
the sound. That’s another thing about Omar. He’s never tapping
on his phone during a conversation. He’ll even say, like, One
sec, let me just pop this off, don’t want it interrupting us,
and leave it clear in the other room.

‘I’m excited to see him,’ Bubs says.

‘Yeah.’

‘Honestly I am.’

‘Okay,’ Omar says.



Unsure of what Omar’s deal is today, Bubs keeps focused on the
southbound  highway.  The  straightness  of  the  road.  Its
continued reappearance on the far edge of his sightline leads
Bubs to think that it wasn’t so much built as dreamed, less
engineered than imagined, plopped right into place from way up
above, signage and all, aligned just so. If there’s a single
cloud in the sky Bubs cannot for the life of him find it.

‘Germ is a good guy,’ Omar says, apropos of nothing Bubs can
gather. ‘He’ll be glad you came with.’

He asks Omar, ‘How many guys we lose this last year?’

‘I think it’s three. Three or six. I can’t remember which. But
it’s one of those.’

‘How come we didn’t go to any of the funerals?’

‘I don’t know,’ Omar says. ‘How am I supposed to know?’

‘The war back home.’

‘What?’

‘That’s what it’s getting called,’ Bubs says. ‘The war back
home.’

Omar rockets around, real intense with the motion. His dark
eyes  are  little  discs  of  deep  set  stormclouds.  ‘Why  does
everything have to have a name? Why can’t it just be people
trying to figure stuff out?’

‘I mean it wasn’t me that came up with it.’

‘Sure,’ Omar says, slinking his head back, turning it to look
out on the sectioned squares of farmland around the road. It’s
the only thing a person could look at on this stretch of
federal street. Bulky portions of agriculture and landmass,
barbed and divided, flat yet somehow still rolling, rippling,
flowing. Cows out to pasture whiz by in the distance, lifeless



specs against the green.

It’s no surprise to Bubs that Omar took the reins in planning
the check-up on Germ. What he can’t figure out is why he
himself was enlisted for duty. Bubs doesn’t think of himself
as a great instiller of confidence. Not really a compelling
life-affirmer. But he is happy Omar asked him to come along,
and he is happy he’d said yes since it would have been so much
easier to say no. It’s gotten so simple––and Bubs isn’t sure
why––to do nothing, nothing at all.

Germ is still an hour and a half away, but Bubs is getting the
brunt of it now, getting socked by a storm of monster waves. A
high tide of heady realizations. He has stepped up and done
the right thing by coming along. This much he knows. He is
doing what he is supposed to do: you help when you’re able,
you do what you can to endure; you carve out as much space as
the world allows and if the world doesn’t budge you gotta get
yourself real low and push back, push hard, knowing it might
not come to much. Bubs feels swaddled in something bright and
endlessly comforting, wrapped and entwined, tight as granite,
in the grand silky fabric of it. With a kind of worldwide
tenderness moving through his body, the mot juste of existence
takes shape on his tongue. For the first time in his life,
Bubs sees the answers to his questions dead ahead. He’s got
them dead to rights. And it’s just as he reaches out to grab
them, to give them a healthy once-over, that a sweet lemony
haze washes over the frontside of his horizon.

***

Bubs, higher than he has been in his entire life, sits in a
patch of tall grass near the picnic area of a rest stop south
of Rockford. Omar is on the phone.

Here, knees tight to chest, Bubs recalls with a good bit of
nostalgia the appearance of Germ in his life. Jeremey Heck
Jr.,  known  as  Germ,  got  his  sticky  nickname  due  to  the



astounding biohazard dirtiness of his Ft. Bragg barracks room.
More than the room itself was the way Germ managed to clean it
up on inspection day. Bubs couldn’t dismiss the possibility of
little animated birds swooping through the window to help tidy
up the filth. Bubs and Omar, bunkmates through basic training
and airborne school, kept their lucky streak alive when orders
came down sending them to the same platoon. The two of them
learned early on that they had both grown up in Madison, had
lived on opposite sides of the isthmus and attended opposing
high schools, had both frenched Anna Cloverman and gotten the
same tight slap of rejection when they’d tried to slither a
hand down her jeans. And though they’d never directly met
before boot camp, they sort of got the picture that this
strange lifelong proximity meant they had most likely been at
the  same  place  at  the  same  time––Eric  Daniel’s  historic
Halloween banger, most likely––and that this was as close to a
sign  from  the  universe  as  anybody  was  going  to  get.
Unscrambling  the  source  code,  they  figured  it  meant  they
oughta have each other’s backs, ensure the other’s safe return
to the selfsame home. Germ and his petri dish lived straight
across the hall from Bubs and Omar, and, according to Germ’s
account, got snatched up orbit-like in the pair’s friendship.
Bubs’ nickname has an origin story, too. His last name is
Bubsmiester. People just chopped off the suffix.

Bubs sees Omar standing above him. The grass is barely wet
against his pants, coolly warm, smattered with leftover dew.
Straight to his twelve o’clock, making a rug of shade for
which Bubs is super grateful, Omar says something kind and
reassuring.

‘I’m really sorry, man,’ Bubs says.

‘It’s all right.’

‘I am really high.’

‘You said that already.’



‘I really am, though.’

Omar says, ‘It’s all good. Don’t worry.’

Bubs likes the phrase, recommits it to memory. How many times
has he told someone not to worry? Not enough.

A spray of shade over Omar’s collar. It passes quick. Bubs
sees, understands, makes note of and comes to realize that he
is happy where he is. Soothed. His best friend is a stone’s
throw. The weather is stupid calm. Exposed out here, sun on
his skin, Bubs wonders if he might be able to undo all the
damage he’s done, unwind his own hurt into a manageable enough
thread. He imagines constructing a kind of personal murder
board for his own personal fuck ups. With enough hard work, he
thinks  he  can  do  it.  Because  here’s  the  thing:  It’s  all
bullshit anyway. So why not try. Failing that, he would settle
for a glass of water. Sometimes he worries about having an
unsuitable brain.

***

Sunlight. Slow breeze. Lulling hum of the interstate. Omar is
out of sight now. Bubs knows he is arraigning things, talking
with Germ, fixing what Bubs has broken. Impaired, definitely
still impaired, Bubs stands up, wobbling, and goes towards the
main a-frame building.

He passes the huge towering map of the state and the free-
standing  little  dusty  cubicle  of  waterpark  brochures.  The
bubbler inside is broken; the vending machine doesn’t take
debits; the sink in the bathroom is automatic, and Bubs waves
and waves his hand at the sensor but nothing comes. He is as
thirsty as he can ever remember being, and fucking saying
something, that is.

He decides to make himself stay with the discomfort, lets it
ride through him like a train or a skateboard or some other
thing that rolls and glides and breezes.



Inside the building, he slips out a side door. He makes his
way over a field of mown grass into a thicket of sick-looking
trees. Bubs keeps the trucker’s parking lot on his right when
he moves into the bramble. When he heads back, he’s just gotta
keep the blacktop on his left.

Now he is here, alone, standing at the mud-slathered edge of
some kind of retaining pond. A nasty spot, about the size of
an above ground pool. The water is dark, murky. A kind of
loose film of grime covers its surface. The water buzzes with
tiny bugs, the swirling gray leftovers of vehicular exhaust. A
few branches hang over the water at uncertain angles. Bubs
pulls out his phone, sees a missed call from Omar.

He feels the sun on his back, feels it lowering against his
spine. His surroundings are summer and sky. He stares at the
pond, dirty and calm, the color of old dryer lint. He watches
its surface do things with the light. Bubs bends down, brushes
away a layer of dirt and gristle, cups his hands, fills them
with water, and drinks.

***

When he makes his way back from the water, a silvery trembling
thrashing in his stomach, he tells Omar what he’s done. Omar,
without a change on his face or a clue in his eyes, balls his
left hand and hits Bubs on the side of the head and Bubs hears
the tinnitus in his right ear, always present, spike like a
line on a chart and he is on the ground; the pain is hot and
tender, but its heat is concentrated, boxed, not overwhelming
him, and he groans a little mainly from the shock of it, the
power of the strike and the unforgivingness of the ground.

Omar offers down a hand. Bubs takes it.

‘I’m sorry,’ he says.

‘It’s all right,’ he answers.



‘I shouldn’t have done that.’

‘I shouldn’t have, either.’

The silence in a way becomes to Bubs like a kind of song,
rhythmic and brassy and tempo-heavy. A few birds fly sorties
along vapor trails in the sky. Part of Bubs’ gut feel like
it’s at a rolling boil.

‘You know what you have to do, yeah?’ Omar says.

Bubs does know, thank you very much. He stares a patch of
prickly grass, mainly at the space between blades. He says to
Omar, ‘Alright, alright. You know I’m a real retcher so plug
your ears.’ Bubs bends down and aims his middle finger to the
back of his mouth.

***

They move to a different piece of real estate after Bubs’
hurl. He flips his middle finger, the slimy one, at the mess
he made. This makes Omar laugh. With the last of the high
still  dribbling  out  of  him,  Bubs  recalls  with  a  fondness
bordering on sorrow when the three of them––himself, Omar, and
Germ––timed their terminal leave and Army departures for the
same day. Piled into a younger version of Bubs’ beloved whip,
together they drove off Ft. Bragg for the final time, flipping
the bird to the gate guards on their way out, sticky pre-
rolled already sparked, two or three extras stinking up the
center console. For Bubs it’s a source of serious regret. What
good does it do to give your past the middle finger? Talk
about a waste of time. It’s the only thing that remains, sure
as the resin on the inside of a bong––nothing is forever
except your past. But Bubs knows they were different then, on
the far shore of that four year lapse of time: Germ, down half
a finger from a faulty .50 caliber spring, marriage on the
rocks but hopeful for a rescue operation; Omar, newly purple-
hearted,  lost  in  a  lagoon  of  survivor’s  guilt,  dreamily
hearing at all hours the deep metallic click of the pressure



cooker  bomb  whose  fuse  tripped  but  ordinance  didn’t;  and
Bubs––bias as he might be for knowing more about himself than
his friends––coming off a less than honorable discharge for
pissing hot, testing positive for an amphetamine they didn’t
mind him taking down range, driving too fast towards middle
America with his two best buds, ripping huge and unholy tokes
from the joint and feeling more than anything like he was
alone, cheated out of some promised purpose and belonging, a
sort of cancerous growth of dejection sprouting tendrilly in
his guts, as lonely leaving the Army as he was going in.

‘You can’t worry about that stuff anymore,’ Bubs hears Omar
saying, either somewhere in his head or right there in front
of him. He isn’t entirely sure. ‘The stuff you wish you did
different? I think that’ll eat you a-fucking-live.’

***

Back at home, three days later, Bubs snoozes his alarm only
four times. It is Friday, and through the slats in his blinds
the  day  broadcasts  a  teaser  trailer:  cloudless,  bright,
disturbingly blue. It’s been like that for a stretch now. Bubs
knows the rain will come, is coming soon, but it isn’t here
yet. Before leaving to pick up Omar, Bubs decides to call his
father, himself a veteran. ‘It’s not so much the bad stuff
staying with you,’ his father tells him, ‘as it is the good
stuff that you miss.’

Germ is driving up for lunch. After the rest stop, Omar said
it might be better if Germ made the jump north to Madison.
Bubs agreed.

When Bubs sees Germ outside the restaurant, he is surprised to
see a person that looks exactly like someone who does not need
help. Healthy skin, clipped nails, sweater crisp like hospital
cornering. A damn near pregnancy glow.

‘This is the place you picked?’ Germ says. He has a small
nose, short sandy hair. The smile might burst off his face.



‘Nah, no way, this won’t work. You know what we need? Tall
boys and a secret spot. You guys know a secret spot?’

‘This fucking guy,’ Omar says.

‘I know one,’ Bubs offers. ‘I know where to go.’

Doubled up on six-packs, Bubs leads the way. It served as his
go-to  toke  location  in  high  school.  They  weave  down  the
downtown one-ways and steam towards the lake. The stocky city
skyline is a jagged EKG in the rearview. They park near the
bike path trailhead. Exercisers stretch their calves against
car tires, dressed in tight cycling attire. The air is warm
and still, a breathy room-temperature bubble. It isn’t a long
walk to the clearing. Bubs hears Germ pop a preliminary can.

The spot hasn’t changed. Set into a downslope, peeling towards
the water, it’s a dewy little outcrop shaded by oaks and
maples and shrubs, a few logs and damp boulders for sitting.
There is even a metal folding chair, a new addition. The
memories Bubs has of the place come back in a clattering
stampede. Starlight. Music. Older-brother-bought booze.

‘This,’ Germ says. ‘Much more like it.’ The water is so still
Bubs can barely believe it. Doorway-cracks of light drip down
through the trees. Beers are passed around.

Omar says, ‘You know what I was thinking about the other day?
Adkins and his fucking trains. In the arms room, remember?’

‘Jesus,’ Germ says. ‘The trainset. He had the fucking little
trees and conductors and everything. The whole floor, covered
with his trainset.’

Bubs goes, ‘And then the suits came in to inspect the arms
room? You remember that guys’ face? Like he had to control-
alt-delete himself because he had no idea what he was seeing.’

‘And the chickens,’ says Germ. ‘You remember the chickens? We
show up one morning, and it’s pretty early, we were going to a



range or something, and what’s-his-name had a fucking kennel
full of chickens.’

‘What was it that he said again?’ Bubs asks. The lapping of
the lake fills the gaps between his words. Omar hands each of
them a cigarette.

‘I said to him, like, basically, What the fuck? And he goes,
Well, I couldn’t keep them outside. As if that fucking answers
my questions?’

‘Man,’ Omar says. ‘What the hell was that guys’ name? Apple-
something. Something with fruit.’

‘Something with fruit,’ Bubs says. ‘Helpful.’

‘It’s good to be here with you guys,’ Germ says. ‘We live
pretty close, you know, relatively speaking, but we don’t see
each other enough. That’s my fault.’

‘Shut up. Nobody’s fault,’ says Omar. ‘We all have stuff going
on.’

Bubs, feeling like now is the time, says, ‘It wasn’t Germ we
were going to check on, was it? If you wanted to do a little
intervention or whatever, you didn’t have to drag me down to
Chicago.’

‘You didn’t actually make it,’ Germ says. ‘Just to be clear.’

‘You guys could have just told me though.’

‘Probably true,’ Omar says. ‘Guess I was worried you wouldn’t
come, you know?’

‘I get it.’

Germ goes, ‘How often would you say you’re getting blitzed and
driving, though?’

‘Follow up,’ Omar jumps in. ‘How often would you say you’re



drinking, like, industrial runoff?’

‘Choke on it. That was a one-time thing.’

Germ now, ‘Doesn’t seem like it.’

‘I’m figuring things out,’ Bubs goes.

Omar, his eyes jumping from the lake and back to Bubs, asks,
‘Should we head out?’

‘Not sure. What do you think?’ Bubs says.

Germ says, ‘What, nobody wants to ask me?

Bubs  takes  a  drink,  then  a  drag.  Sitting  there  with  his
friends, Bubs sees the moment as pound-for-pound one of the
better ones he’s had in some time. He is also proud of himself
for noticing this––the pleasantness, the ambient joy––while
still in the middle of it. Not much feels like it’s changed,
except for maybe everything. His stomach still gives him a
pang or two, the side of his face faintly red.

They toss a few smiles back and forth. The summer daylight
shows no signs of retreat. Omar, stubbing out his cigarette,
looks over to Germ and says, ‘Okay then, what now?’

‘No idea.’

But Bubs has one. He polishes off his beer and slips his feet
from his shoes. He aims his body at the shoreline. Moving
towards it, he sheds his belt and his pants and his shirt.
There are only a few yards left before the land gives way. He
crashes into the water and strokes out into the blue. A chill
comes over him in layers but before long it’s gone and he
feels himself floating, sinking, floating again, drifting, and
the silence surrounding him is broken by the sound of two
splashes somewhere behind him.


